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Dear North Andover Youth Lacrosse Parents and Players, 
 
We are all still hoping that we have some sort of modified season.  In the meantime, we all have a 
GREAT opportunity to get better at lacrosse.  A few weeks back we sent out a Wall ball challenge to all 
the kids.  We hope that your son/daughter has taken on this challenge and been working on their skills. 
If not, there is still time to pick up the stick, hit the wall and pass this challenge.  
 
A Few Reminders:  All kids need to use good form.  NO quick sticks.  There needs to be 1 quick cradle 
between reps.  Don’t stand too close to the rebounder (10 feet away- at least).  All boys need to wear 
gloves. 
 
Video Submission: Please have someone tape their “attempt”, place it on YouTube and email the link to: 
2020wallball@nalax.net.  Please include your child’s T-shirt size with your submission.  We will email you 
back and let you know if they pass. If they miss the mark, they will be given another chance to resubmit 
another attempt 1-2 weeks later.  
 
Video Submission date:  PLEASE submit the videos between April (23rd-30th).  We will try and review the 
videos and respond to you as soon as reasonably possible.  
 
Challenge: Each athlete will need to complete the following repetitions, WITH GOOD FORM, in a 
one-minute time frame.  They are allowed to rest a short time between each set, but the video needs to 
be one continuous video.  
 
Prize: ALL players that pass the wall ball challenge will be given a custom made North Andover Lacrosse 
Wall Ball Challenge T-shirt.  BRAGGING RIGHTS!!!  ADDITIONALLY, the player with the most TOTAL reps 
(cumulative total of each one-minute attempt) will be given an additional prize.  So, don’t stop at your 
goal number, see how many you can get in the one-minute time frame.  
 
Miscellaneous: 

● Drops are allowed but that rep does not count in your total 
● You can have several balls at your feet to use in case you miss a pass etc. 
● This can be done on a rebounder/bounce back or a wall.  Most of the local elementary schools 

have a good brick wall that you can use.  Level 1-2: this can be done with a parent throwing it to 
you.  

● You need to have 1 cradle in between reps- NO QUICK STICKS 
● Boys: You need to wear gloves 
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LEVELS: (each line item in 1 min) 
 
Grades K-2:    22 reps dominant hand 

7 reps non-dominant 
15 ground balls (no raking) 
 
Have the player roll the ball out in front of them a few feet, they need to get both hands 
low to the ground and scoop through the ball.  Once they have it in their stick they need 
to stand back up do one quick cradle and roll it back out again.  Raking is not allowed 
and will not be counted as a rep.  

 
Grades 3-4:    30 reps dominant hand 

30 reps non-dominant 
24 cross overs (throw right- switch hands and catch left, throw left- switch hands and 
catch right, each catch counts as 1 rep) 

 
Grades 5-6:  35 reps dominant 

35 reps non-dominant 
30 cross overs (throw right- switch hands and catch left, throw left- switch hands and 
catch right, each catch counts as 1 rep) 

 
Grades 7-8:  40 reps dominant 

40 reps non-dominant 
35 cross overs (throw right- switch hands and catch left, throw left- switch hands and 
catch right, each catch counts as 1 rep) 
25 reps single hand dominant 
25 reps single non-dominant 

 
The above numbers are to pass the challenge only.  We recommend that you spend 10-15 minutes 
daily practicing on the wall.   
 
If you have any questions, please reach out (2020wallball@nalax.net).   We want to hand out a lot of 
t-shirts!!! 
 
Stay home and stay safe, 
North Andover Youth Lacrosse Board 
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